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The Standard Club has once again joined forces with Videotel to
produce a set of 10 short video clips, Hazards: Series 2.
These are 10 short films which graphically illustrate common
incidents and the tragic consequences that ensue. Incidents are
initially shown with the incorrect procedure. In the second part,
the same sequence is shown but this time correct procedures
and working techniques are followed, showing how incidents
can be avoided before they can even occur.
Aimed primarily at cadets, deck and engine crews, students at maritime
colleges and training officers, the clips are eye-catching and confront
the potential severity of the results of some easily avoidable mistakes.
Shot using real crew doing real work, these films concentrate on
training points and pull no punches in delivering them to the audience.
Each film is accompanied by a chapter in the support booklet which
summarises the main hazards and precautions to take to avoid them.
The chapters can be used as an agenda for safety discussions and
as a guide for crew members.
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The full series covers the topics:
• heavy weather: working on deck
• electrical work: isolation
• housekeeping: keep access ways clear
• manual handling: galley
• powered watertight doors
• food safety: personal hygiene
• working aloft: ladders
• fixed co2 fire fighting systems: familiarisation
• engine room maintenance and repair: steam lines
• lifeboats: fall preventer devices
The enclosed DVD is a sample of what the full series will cover.
Copies for your ships can be purchased directly from Videotel:
Loulla Mouzouris
Videotel Marine International,
84 Newman Street, London, W1T 3EU, U.K.
Tel: + 44 (0) 20 7299 1800 Fax: + 44 (0) 20 7299 1818
www.videotel.co.uk sales@videotelmail.com

Charles Taylor Consulting is a leading global provider of
management and consultancy services to insurers and
insureds across a wide spectrum of industries
and activities.

